ITEM NUMBER: CIVR536
NET COVERAGE: 36" (3 feet)
MAXIMUM LENGTH: 600" (50 feet)

MATERIAL OPTIONS
- COIL - COATED STEEL
- COIL - COATED ALUMINUM
- ARCHITECTURAL GRADE SHEET COPPER
- ANODIZED ALUMINUM
- STAINLESS STEEL
- MILL FINISH ALUMINUM
- GALVALUME
- GALVANIZED

FINISH OPTIONS
- PAINTING
  - HYLAR 5000 / KYNAR 500, MODIFIED POLYESTERS, AND OTHER CUSTOM OR EXOTIC FINISHES CAN BE COIL COATED OR SPRAY APPLIED.
  - ANODIZING
    - CLEAR, BRONZES, AND VARIOUS OTHER COLORS CAN BE COIL ANODIZED FOR COLOR CONSISTENCY.

FABRICATION OPTIONS
- STEEL: 22 - 26 GAUGE
- ALUMINUM: .032" - .040"
- COPPER: 16 & 20 OZ.

NOTES:
1. HEAVIER GAUGES, NARROWER WIDTHS, AND EMBossING MINIMIZE "OIL CANNING".
2. OIL CANNING IS NOT A CAUSE FOR REJECTION.
3. AN EXTENSIVE SELECTION OF ASSOCIATED PANEL FLASHING AND TRIMS ARE AVAILABLE.
4. CONTACT COPPER SALE, INC. FOR UP-TO-DATE TECHNICAL INFORMATION AND MATERIAL LIMITATIONS.
5. ALL SYSTEMS WITH TESTING MUST BE INSTALLED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE ASSEMBLY AS TESTED.